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PERSONAL INFORMATION Alexandre Rhea 
 

   33 rue de la Vallée 
L-2661 Luxembourg 

        Luxembourg 

  +352 671 881988 

ar@newanglecapital.com  

Sex Male | Date of birth 21/05/1965 | Nationality French + American  

 

 

WORK EXPERIENCE   

PROFILE Expertise in Private Equity investing in both Europe and North America with active 
follow-up to transform invested companies into international players. 
 

Alexander Rhea has a 20+ year background in Private Equity investing (venture capital, cap 
dev and growth capital) in both Europe and North America and has focused in the past 10 
years on helping invested companies in their global growth.  He has recently founded New 
Angle Capital, a Luxembourg based manager of investment vehicles for HNWI, Corporates 
and Private Banks.  
 
New Angle Capital is a spin-off of the work Alexander did as a partner at PwC Luxembourg 
and the CEO of PwC’s Accelerator, a project within the PwC network that Alexander was the 
chief instigator and which aims to help promising SMEs (turnover from EUR5m to EUR50m) 
become global in scope.  
 
Prior to PwC, Alexander was the Managing Partner of Pyramid Technology Ventures, a EUR 
120m VC/Cap Dev fund which had offices in both Paris and Silicon Valley. Before that he was 
an Investment Director at Iris Capital (a major Paris based fund). Alexander was first exposed 
to private equity investing, when he was hired in 1993 by GET Capital as a turnaround CEO 
for one of its portfolio companies.  
 
Alexander is an engineer and holds an MBA from HEC-Paris (France) 

 

Since  08/2014 

 
Founder and Managing Partner, New Angle Capital 
New Angle Capital works for HNWI, Family Offices, and Corporations in helping them invest in 
alternative investment opportunities. The founding principle in our investment 
recommendations is to (i) be convinced of the intrinsic value in the investment and (ii) be 
convinced that we have the knowledge, the network and the adhesion of the investment 
opportunity to truly transform it into a much higher valued global company. 
 
NAC fixes with its clients the preferred investment criteria (sector of industry, stage of 
development, size of investment per deal, pace of investment, etc…) and the level of 
discretionary powers (as NAC can work hand in hand with the Investment Committees of its 
clients). NAC is always responsible for conducting all the investment process, the monitoring 
of the existing investments (sitting on the board of portfolio companies) as well as initiating 
their realizations. 
 
We have the option of working together with the PwC’s Accelerator team as NAC and PwC 
have negotiated collaboration terms which allows New Angle Capital to function like a tier-one 
fund when it comes to analysing investment opportunities as well as being able to make 
investments f in areas as diverse as industry, life sciences, high tech and eco tech.  
 
At New Angle Capital, Alexander has continued to refine the methodology he had put in place 
at PwC’s Accelerator in transforming invested companies into global companies.   
 
One member of the PwC’s Accelerator team has followed Alexander as an Analyst. 
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2011 – 2014 Partner at PwC Luxembourg & CEO of PwC’s Accelerator – PwC 
As an expert in private equity investing in both Europe and the US and having focused for the 
past 5 years on helping portfolio companies in becoming transatlantic in scope, Alexander 
Rhea was asked in summer 2011 to come to Luxembourg to head and start from scratch a 
project that had just been recently approved internally within the PwC network: PwC’s 
Accelerator. The Accelerator aimed to foster a centre of competence within the small-cap 
(turnover of EUR5m to EUR100m) private equity environment to help promising companies 
become global companies.  
 
Alexander Rhea had developed a proprietary methodology to (i) assess, along 6 focus areas, 
the company's readiness to go global, (ii) based on the assessment, draw a 3-4 year roadmap 
in order to go global, (iii) accompany the company in the execution of the defined roadmap. 
 
The PwC's Accelerator platform has also become a recognized solution for non-European 
companies looking for a point of entry in Europe. The "inbound services" tend to cater larger 
companies (>EUR50m in turnover) but the methodology remained the same and a roadmap to 
address the European market was drawn.  
 

  
2000 - 2011 Managing Partner, Pyramid Technology Ventures 

Co-founded and managed the largest independent (not backed by a financial group) VC fund 
in France with offices in both Paris and San Francisco. The strategy of the fund was based on 
the winning strategy developed at Iris Capital. Very pro-active approach when investing. 
 

▪ Used Alexander’s high profile track record at Iris Capital to raise together with another 
partner a €120M Venture Capital fund with a transatlantic positioning. Iris Capital (previous 
employer) thanked Alexander’s performance by being a corner investor. 

▪ Fund made a total of 23 investments (which still allowed 5 IPOs + 3 industrial acquisitions).  
Despite the fact that vintage 1999/2000 funds have had to face challenging market 
environment, PTV’s performance ended in top quartile; 

▪ Recruited fund staff (junior partners, analysts, CFO, staff, and interns), put in place internal 
procedures, systematic financial analysis methods, oversaw IT/Web deployment, etc. 

▪ Was on the board of every single portfolio company 

▪ Oversaw reporting to Investors, Tax filing, Audits, etc. 

▪ Organized large Annual Meeting events, Reported to an Advisory Committee, etc. 

▪ Interim CEO of one portfolio company while awaiting new management recruitment 
 

During the second half of the life of the fund, much work was done in helping portfolio 
companies in their global growth using PTV’s dual presence in both US and Europe to create 
synergies. 
 

1995 - 2000 Investment Director, Iris Capital (formerly known as Part’Com - Investment Fund at 
Caisse des Dépôts Group) 
In 1995, Part’Com is France’s largest VC fund with over €800M under management and with 
14 investment directors. Responsible for building a portfolio of Silicon Valley based venture 
capital investments. Experienced the dot-com era. Made huge money for the firm. Became at 
the age of 33 the youngest Director in the history of the firm. 
 

▪ Invested a total of $37.5M with realized returns of $104.4M at the time of departure. 

▪ Realized & Unrealized value at the time of departure was over $326M or almost 9x total 
investments 

▪ Part of 4 IPO processes, helped negotiate one successful acquisition 

▪ Helped Iris Capital in raising Mediatel a $100M VC fund specialized in telecom 

▪ Devised templates for shareholders agreement, board politics, exit strategies, etc. 
 
Famous deals while at Iris Capital includes: Unwired Planet/Phone.com (IPO on NASDAQ 
giving a return of 77x), Be, Inc. (IPO on NASDAQ giving a return of 6x), InterNext (acquired by 
France Telecom), Digital Soft (acquired by American Express the day of the IPO), and 
Interwave Software (IPO on NASDAQ). 

  
06/1993 - 08/1994 Interim CEO - Aquametrics 

15 year old company in the industrial water recycling business – mostly specialized in the 
heavy metal mechanical extraction from industrial waterways.   
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING   

 

 

PERSONAL SKILLS   

 

 

 
 
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION   

 

 
Responsible for doing a turnaround for this GET Capital’s portfolio company (a Brooklyn, NY 
based $13m VC fund focused on Environmental investments).  
 

▪ Managed on a day-to-day basis 25 employees 

▪ Changed the company’s culture into a product sales mentality 

▪ Acquired a total of 8 companies and/or assets (i.e. IP). Managed the whole process of 
acquisition together with GET Capital 
 

Aquametrics was sold in August 1994 

02/1992 - 06/1993 President & CEO, Birkmayer USA LLC 
Wholly owned US subsidiary of LaborBirkmayer, an Austrian pharmaceutical group that was 
diversifying in the information technology world after having purchased ACC, a leading 
German patient record management software. Role of US sub was to adapt the ACC product 
to US market and deploy nationwide.  
 

▪ Responsible for starting the US subsidiary from scratch 

▪ Successfully adapted the ACC product to US norms (release of Alpha and Beta version in ~ 
12 clinics)  

▪ Helped in the acquisition of a 49% interest in a N. Carolina based billing software company; 

▪ Direct implementation of Pilot program in 3 New York City clinics 

▪ 15% of time spent on getting the parent company’s NADH molecule FDA approved, 
successfully put in place pharmacology and toxicology tests in Villejuif Medical Campus, 
France, many interactions with the French Family Foundation in collaboration with UCLA for 
Alzheimer application for clinical trials on live US patients 

 MBA degree  

HEC-Paris (Jouy-en-Josas, France) 

 

BsEng in Computer and Electric Engineering  

Catholic University of Washington, DC (USA) 

Mother tongue Both French and English 

  

Other languages UNDERSTANDING  SPEAKING  WRITING  

Listening  Reading  Spoken interaction  Spoken production   

German A2 A2 A2 A1 A1 

 Levels: A1/2: Basic user - B1/2: Independent user - C1/2 Proficient user 
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

Other skills ▪ Proven manager of up to 30 people 

▪ Business Plan modelling, Excel modelling 

▪ Little to no jet lag when travelling 

Conferences 

 

Speaker at several conferences:  

▪ Member of the strategic committee of the LPEA (Luxembourg Private Equity Association) 
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▪ Speaker//Animator/Panel moderator of the semi-annual Local-to-Global events at PwC’s 
Accelerator 

▪ Regular speaker at the Red Herring events 

▪ Regular speaker at Watervent Berlin 

▪ Round table participant at various symposiums (MEA Thompson Reuters PE Event in Dubai, 
Bay Pay 2013 and 2014, ICT Spring, Founders’ Space in SOMA, PlugandPlay Expos, etc…) 

▪ Regular speaker at the IBF February session in San Francisco 

▪ Regular speaker at the Summer session of the Funding Post in Menlo Park 

▪ Gave a speech on the Internationalization of Venture Capital at the June 2006 session of 
Leonardo Finance in Paris 

Courses 

 

Alexander Rhea has given many classes on Private Equity investing and the issues around 
private equity: 

▪ Courses given at HEC-Paris 

▪ Classes given at the Haas School of Management – Berkeley, CA on the issues of investing 
in Europe 

▪ Currently giving training courses at PwC on various facets of Private Equity investing 


